New Year’s Resolution #1—
Start The Year With Money

The Only Good Private School: A Public School?
(NAPSA)—On June 27, 2002,
the U.S. Supreme Court handed
down its opinion in Zelman v.
Simmons-Harris, upholding the
constitutionality of Cleveland’s
voucher program. For voucher
opponents, the ruling has triggered a change in tactics.
In addition to their decision to
ignore the Supreme Court and seek
anti-voucher rulings on the state
court level, voucher opponents indicate they will open a second front—
a “red-tape war,” torturing the
meaning of the word “accountability” until the only acceptable private school is one that transforms
itself into a public school.
As Sandra Feldman, President
of the American Federation of
Teachers (AFT), writes: “If [the
Supreme Court’s] decision brings
new efforts to enact voucher legislation, we will fight these efforts.
But we will also work with local,
state and national policymakers
to ensure that private schools that
receive public funds are held
accountable—just as public
schools are.”
As the ACLU argues: “In short,
federal funding to schools under
this program would come with a
free ticket to ignore the civil
rights laws that have protected
students in federally funded education programs from harmful discrimination for decades.”
Accountability as a weapon
What the AFT and ACLU seek
sounds benign enough. In practice, however, anti-voucher forces
have made clear their intention to
use “accountability” to impose a
regulatory regime that would be
far more restrictive than that
demanded of public schools.
Witness Milwaukee, site of the
ground-breaking Parental Choice
Program passed in 1990. Even
before the program took effect, the
state superintendent, a zealous
voucher foe, used his regulatory
authority to impose massive compliance costs on inner-city private
schools. Arguing that a hypothetical special needs student might
elect to use a voucher to enroll at a
private school, the superintendent
demanded that each school prepare itself to accept a student with
any and all conceivable disabilities,

(NAPSA)—Men are now wearing accessories made with precious materials as fashion and
status statements. These fine
accessories include watches, cuff
links, necklaces, bracelets and
rings. According to the Jewelry
Information Center (JIC), the
first step in selecting any piece of
fine jewelry or watch, say the
experts, is to shop at a reputable
professional jeweler. Look for a
jeweler who is a member of a professional trade association, such
as Jewelers of America (JA),
which requires high ethical standards of members and provides
them with ongoing education.
For more information, visit the
Jewelry Information Center at
www.jewelryinfo.org.
There’s a new option for online
shoppers: a Web site called DealTime (www.dealtime.com) that
scours the Internet to find exactly
what you’re looking for, based on
your specifications of price, brand
or category. Even better, the site’s

(NAPSA)—Americans can
start the New Year with more
money in their pockets by digging out hidden treasure in
household coin jars—which for
some can be worth $50 or more.
This tidy sum can help put a
dent in holiday bills, seed a new
savings plan, start an investment strategy, or just take the
family out to dinner to celebrate.

Many school voucher opponents are looking past the benefits
of such programs, which give a
parent the right to choose their
child’s school.
requiring renovations of classrooms, doorways, bathrooms, hallways and playgrounds, and the
hiring of special counseling, evaluation and teaching staff—without
any adjustment in the value of the
voucher, and in spite of the fact
that no public school provides the
same range of services.
Only a letter from the federal
Department of Education prevented anti-voucher forces from
winning the first regulatory battle
in the red-tape war.
The ultimate arbiters: parents
In their insistence that voucher
schools are accountable to no one,
voucher opponents ignore the ultimate arbiters of accountability:
parents. The passage of a private
school choice program does not
compel a child to abandon his or
her public school. No parent is
forced to enroll their child with a
voucher, and all parents—should
they come to question the quality
of education at their school of
choice—are free to choose a different private school or accept a public school placement.
Everyone wants accountable
schools. For that reason, we need
to recognize the anti-school
choice campaign for what it is: An
attempt to use the banner of
accountability to mask an effort
to disenfranchise parents who
make choices voucher opponents
don’t like.
To learn more, visit www.friedman
foundation.org.
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Coinstar, which operates a network of more than 10,000 coincounting machines in supermarkets nationwide, estimates that
Americans have $10.5 billion
worth of change sitting idle in
their homes. On average, that
works out to $30 to $50 per American adult.
If stretching the family budget
or saving for the future happens
to be a New Year’s resolution, the
fastest way to meet those goals is
to tap into that forgotten wealth
by bringing the household coin
jar on the next trip to the grocery
store. Coinstar machines accept
unsorted change and count it at a
rate of 600 coins per minute. At
the end of the transaction, Coinstar customers receive a printed
voucher for the full amount of the
transaction (less a service fee of
8.9 percent) that is redeemable
for cash or store credit at the
cash register or customer service
desk.
To help those interested in figuring out how much “hidden
wealth” they might have stashed
away, Coinstar has created the
above table to help estimate a
jar’s value based on its size and
an average coin mix (33 percent
silver, 67 percent pennies).
For a store location nearest
you, call 1-800-928-CASH or visit
www.coinstar.com.

Take A New “Shot” At Childhood Disease Prevention...
And Spare Your Child Up To Six Shots
(NAPSA)—Children receive
approximately 20 injections in the
first two years of life. For parents
who would like to lower the number of shots their children receive,
there’s good news. The U.S. Food
and Drug Administration (FDA)
has just approved a new vaccine,
GlaxoSmithKline’s PEDIARIX ™
[Diphtheria and Tetanus Toxoids
and Acellular Pertussis Adsorbed,
Hepatitis B (Recombinant) and
Inactivated Poliovirus Vaccine
Combined], that protects against
five serious childhood diseases
simultaneously, thereby reducing
the number of shots needed by up
to six. The first five-in-one combination vaccine in the United
States, PEDIARIX protects children against diphtheria, pertussis, tetanus, hepatitis B and
polio—five serious diseases.
The current immunization
schedule, recommended by the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention’s Advisory Committee
on Immunization Practices (ACIP),
the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) and the American
Academy of Family Physicians
(AAFP) call for approximately 20
immunizations for children in their
first two years of life. That can
mean up to five shots for the child
at an office visit. Using PEDIARIX
at 2, 4 and 6 months of age will
reduce the number of shots children receive.*
“As a pediatrician, I see how
emotional it can be for parents to
watch their child receive so many
shots at every routine checkup.
With PEDIARIX, that number can
be reduced to only three—that’s up
to six fewer shots for the infant
within his or her first six months
of life,” noted Joel Ward, M.D.,
director of the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) Center
for Vaccine Research, Research
and Education Institute at Harbor-UCLA Medical Center and
principal clinical trial investigator.
“I’ve seen how relieved parents
were that their infant didn’t get as
many shots to receive safe protection against five serious diseases.”
Vaccines are one of the most
important tools we have in keeping serious diseases at bay. Lifethreatening diseases such as polio,
which affected 20,000 people each
year in the United States in the
early 1950s, are nearly eradicated
as a result of widespread vaccina-

Good news for children and
their parents: a new vaccine may
mean fewer shots for many kids.
tion. Combination vaccines—vaccines that protect against more
than one disease, such as the DTP
vaccine for diphtheria, tetanus
and pertussis—have been available and widely used for 56 years.
In fact, ACIP, AAP and AAFP prefer the use of licensed combination
vaccines versus separate injections
of their equivalent component vaccines. This preference is based on
the rationale that the use of combination vaccines is a practical
way to overcome the constraints of
multiple injections. To minimize
the number of injections children
receive, parenteral combination
vaccines should be used, if licensed
and indicated for the patient’s age,
instead of their equivalent component vaccines.
In clinical studies, adverse
events in infants receiving PEDIARIX included injection-site reactions (pain, redness, or swelling),
fever, and fussiness. Administration of PEDIARIX was associated
with higher rates of fever relative
to separately administered vaccines (see Adverse Reaction section
of the package insert). This did not
result in clinically relevant consequences. PEDIARIX is contraindicated in infants with known
hypersensitivity to any component
of the vaccine including yeast,
neomycin, and polymyxin B. As
with any vaccine, vaccination with
PEDIARIX may not protect 100%
of susceptible individuals.
If you would like to learn more
about how to ease your child’s discomfort at immunization time or
for information about PEDIARIX,
talk to your child’s healthcare professional or call 1-866-PEDIARIX.
* See complete prescribing
information for indication.

✁

***
My sole inspiration is a telephone call from a producer.
—Cole Porter
***

base of more than 1,000 different
merchants includes top-name
companies, such as Barnes &
Noble, Eddie Bauer, Office Depot
and Dell. Known as a “comparison
site,” DealTime lets you search
more than 1,000 stores at once to
find the best value while shopping
online. The site, rated among the
top five shopping Web sites in the
U.S. by Nielsen/Net Ratings, gets
more than 10 million hits a
month. To learn more, visit the
Web site at www.dealtime.com.

***
How beautiful it is to do nothing, then rest afterward.
—Spanish proverb
***

Note to Editors: For additional information and complete PEDIARIX prescribing information, call GlaxoSmithKline toll-free at 1-866-PEDIARIX. PEDIARIX is manufactured by GlaxoSmithKline Biologicals, Rixensart, Belgium and
distributed by GlaxoSmithKline, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709. PEDIARIX
is a trademark of GlaxoSmithKline.

***
If a man can’t forge his own will, whose will can he forge?
—W.S. Gilbert
***

***

***

I quote others only the better
to express myself.

Lord, we know what we are, but know not what we may be.

—Michel de Montaigne
***

6

—William Shakespeare,
Hamlet
***

